Four Seasons Pre-Visit Packet
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The Season Song
(sung to the tune of Frere Jacques – sing this song as a call and response: sing a line and have
the children repeat it after you)
Snow is falling
Snow is falling
Far and near
Far and near
Animals are sleeping
Animals are sleeping
Winter’s here
Winter’s here
Birds are flying
Birds are flying
Hear them sing
Hear them sing
Baby birds are hatching
Baby birds are hatching
In the spring
In the spring
In the summer
In the summer
Sun shines bright
Sun shines bright
Flowers love the sunshine
Flowers love the sunshine
Pretty sight
Pretty sight
Wind is blowing
Wind is blowing
Can you hear?
Can you hear?
Now the leaves are falling
Now the leaves are falling
Fall is here
Fall is here

In spring animals have babies.
Match each animal to its baby!

Dog

Tadpole

Deer

Puppy

Duck

Caterpillar

Frog

Egg

Butterfly

Fawn
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Winter

Spring

Winter

Summer

Fall

Signs of the seasons
Circle the signs of spring with a green crayon.
Circle the signs of summer with an orange crayon.
Circle the signs of fall with a brown crayon.
Circle the signs of winter with a blue crayon.

Act Out the Seasons
During this activity, children will pretend to be different kinds of
animals, and will explore what they do at various times of year.
Gather students. Adapt the following script to suit your age level.

Get ready to pretend with me! We are going to pretend we are animals. You
can help by doing the actions with me!
It’s winter. How does it feel outside? Cold! We are groundhogs. Get down on all
fours. We are going to crawl into a hole to sleep all winter long. Crawl under a
table. Curl up in a ball and close your eyes. We are sleeping! Curl up and close
your eyes for a few seconds. Now it is spring. Time to wake up and crawl back
outside! Come back out from under the table and stand up.
Now it is spring. How does it feel outside? Warm! The flowers are blooming! We
are bees. Buzz around and visit the flowers. Flap arms, move around the room
making buzzing noises.
Now it is summer. How does it feel outside? Hot! We are frogs. We love the
warm sunshine. Crouch down . We are jumping! Jump around like frogs. We
are catching bugs with our sticky tongues! Stick out tongues a few times.
Now it is fall. How does it feel outside? Cool! We are birds. All gather on one
side of the room. We are flying south. Flap wings and walk to the other side of
the room.

Depending on the children’s ages, this activity could be repeated several times.

